Fearless Women Are Focus of
Scientology Network’s International
Women’s Day Marathon
LOS ANGELES, Calif., March 4, 2022 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — In honor of
International Women’s Day, Scientology Network is proud to present a marathon
of shows featuring extraordinary women from diverse cultures and nations.

First observed in 1911, International Women’s Day is commemorated annually on
March 8th. The day celebrates the achievements of women and raises awareness
for women’s rights.
Whether they’re challenging stereotypes in the business world or standing
strong in the face of social injustice, the wide array of protagonists
featured on the International Women’s Day Marathon are truly making a
difference in their communities. Prime time kicks off with innovative
footwear designer Chie Mihara and includes groundbreaking educators like
Tamara Batalha and civil rights lawyer Allison Folmar, who states: “There’s
nothing like being that powerful voice and advocate for people right here in
my community.”

The day’s programming begins at 1 p.m. PT and includes:
Meet a Scientologist — this original series gives an in-depth look into
the lives of individual Scientologists from the frontiers of art, science,
sports, entertainment and more.
Voices for Humanity — the television series dedicated to those working in
the streets, schools and communities to bring human rights to their
countries and handle other major social ills.
The Story of Human Rights — a short film defining one of the world’s most
misunderstood subjects, covering ancient history to the modern era.
See the full schedule at https://www.scientology.tv/schedule/.
The Scientology Network debuted in March 2018. Since launching, the
Scientology Network has been viewed in 240 countries and territories
worldwide in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity of people about
Scientology, the network takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting
the everyday lives of Scientologists, showing the Church as a global
organization, and presenting its social betterment programs that have touched
the lives of millions worldwide. The network also showcases documentaries by
independent filmmakers who represent a cross-section of cultures and faiths,
but share a common purpose of uplifting communities.
Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media
center in Los Angeles, the Scientology Network is available on DIRECTV
Channel 320 and can be streamed at Scientology.tv, on mobile apps and via the
Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV platforms.
LEARN MORE:
https://www.scientology.tv/series/meet-a-scientologist/
https://www.scientology.tv/series/voices-for-humanity/
https://www.scientology.tv/documentaries/the-story-of-human-rights.html
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